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California High Court Upends Independent Contractor Test
The California Supreme Court has handed down
a decision that rewrites the state’s independent
contractor law by adopting a more stringent test
for determining whether or not someone is an
employee for wage order cases.
The new law will affect any California business
that uses independent contractors and it makes
it more difficult to classify someone as an
independent contractor.
In its decision in Dynamex Operations West, Inc.
vs. Superior Court, the court rejected a test that’s
been used for more than a decade in favor of a
more rigid three-factor approach, often called
the “ABC” test.

THE NEW ‘ABC’ TEST
Under this new test, a person would be
considered an independent contractor
only if the hiring entity can prove:
A. That the worker is free from the
control and direction of the hiring entity
in connection with the performance of
the work, both under the contract for the
performance of the work and in fact.

THE BIG CHANGE
The prong that changes the most is the B prong
under the ruling (see box on right). Prior to
this decision, a hiring entity could show that a
worker is an independent contractor by either
showing that they work outside the course of
the company’s usual business or outside all of
the places of business of the hiring company.
The decision essentially deletes the second
clause about outside all of the places of business
of the hiring company.
In other words, the only way to be an
independent contractor is if the work falls
outside the scope of the usual course of
business of the hiring entity. So, if you have
employees doing the same work as an
independent contractor, there could be a
problem.
While this shouldn’t interfere with your business
if you hire a contractor to come in and work

on building repairs, companies that have been
using the independent contractor model to
conduct their business may run into problems.
It should be noted that this case only concerns
wage orders issued by the Industrial Welfare
Commission, and does not apply to other wage
and hour laws.
That means for other cases not concerning
wage orders, an earlier decision known as the
“Borello” decision still stands in terms of the
independent contractor test.
In Borello, the Supreme Court held that the
“right to control” the means and manner in
which work is performed by a worker is the
most important factor when evaluating a
classification analysis. Other factors include:
• Ownership of equipment
• Opportunity for profit and loss, and
• The belief of the parties.
See ‘Explore’ on page 2

B. That the worker performs work
that is outside the usual course of the
hiring entity’s business; and
C. That the worker is customarily
engaged in an independently
established trade, occupation or
business of the same nature as the
work performed (in other words,
that the worker is in business for
themselves).
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CAL/OSHA VIOLATIONS

Ruling May Open Firms up to Prosecution, Employee Suits
The California Supreme Court has issued a
landmark opinion that paves the way for
employees who have been injured at work due
to employer violations of Cal/OSHA regulations
to sue for unfair business practices and other
violations of the Business and Professions Code.

and consumer protection claims based on
workplace safety violations.

manager and a supervisor with felony violations
of the Labor Code.

Lawfirm Seyfarth Shaw LLP said that Solus may
result in a spike in workplace safety litigation
against employers..

Prosecutors filed a civil action, accusing Solus of:

This broadens the scope of employer liability
in workplace injuries and steps beyond the
workers’ comp bargain which states that in
exchange for having their medical bills and lost
wages paid for, employees give up the right to
sue their employer for creating an unsafe work
environment.

CASE BACKGROUND

The California Supreme court – in Solus
Industrial Innovations, Inc. vs. Superior Court
– ruled that the federal Occupational Safety
and Health Act does not bar employees or
prosecutors from bringing unfair competition

The case stems from a 2009 incident when
two Solus workers were killed on the job. A
water heater exploded when its safety valve
malfunctioned and because there were no
other safety features on the heater “due to
manipulation and misuse,” according to Cal/
OSHA.

Violating the Unfair Competition Law
By maintaining an unsafe work environment,
Solus engaged in unfair and unlawful business
practices.
Violating the Fair Advertising Law
Solus had made“numerous false and misleading
representations concerning its commitment to
workplace safety and its compliance with all
applicable workplace safety standards,” in order
to attract and retain customers and employees.
Solus filed for summary judgment on the
grounds that the DA was overreaching. After
a number of appeals the state Supreme Court
ruled that the case could proceed. The case goes
back to the trial court for action on the DA’s civil
claims.

Afterwards, the California Bureau of
Investigations launched an investigation. It
forwarded its findings to the Orange County
district attorney, who charged the plant

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT
• Solus does not require a final citation order
of the Cal/OSHA Appeals Board. This means
that an employer could beat back Cal/OSHA
citations and still be sued under the Business
and Professions Code.
• An employee or DA could sue a firm for B&P
Code violations in relation to a workplace
injury even if OSHA does not issue a citation.
Damages are barred under the unfair competition
law, but restitution and injunctive relief are not.
The bar would be high though, as an employee
must prove they suffered an economic injury.

Continued from page 1

Carefully Look at All of Your Contractor Relationships
This test is more flexible because it balances
the different factors to arrive at a classification
based on individual circumstances of each
case.

factor Borello test as the traditional “common
law” classification analysis.

Prior to Dynamex, many referred to the multi-

Because the court homed in on the application
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of the “suffer or permit to work” standard to a
variety of business relationships, hiring entities
will have to make sure that the contracts they
enter into reflect the parties’ allocation of
responsibility for wage and hour violations.
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PRICING SCOURGE

Soaring Drug Prices Threaten Health Insurance Model
The US is experiencing a prescription drug
pricing epidemic, and drug companies are
driving a wedge into the insurance model by
severely jacking up prices to astronomical
levels.
The cost of some drugs has become so extreme
that by paying for one prescription it could
take decades to recoup the cost in premium
collections.
The scourge was recently highlighted in an
investigative report by “60 Minutes” on CBS.
The investigation reflects the difficulties facing
health insurers in paying for drugs and also the
fact that many pharmacy benefit managers,
which are in business to rein in runaway drug
costs, are not actually doing much to stem the
rampant and exorbitant price increases.
AN EXTREME, BUT COMMON CASE
The “60 Minutes” piece focused on one city
which faced financial ruin because of the costs
of just one drug for one of its employees.
The city of Rockford, Ill., had for years been
self-insuring and paying the health care costs
for its 1,000 employees and dependents. But
then one drug busted the city’s health care
budget: Acthar.
In 2015, two small children of Rockford
employees were treated with Acthar,
a drug used to treat a rare and
potentially fatal condition called
infantile spasms, which afflicts about
2,000 babies a year.
The drug had been affordable in
2001 when it sold for about $40 a
vial. By 2015, the price had spiraled
to $40,000 a vial – a 100,000%
increase.
As a result, the city paid out close to
$500,000 for the two children’s Acthar
prescriptions.
The problem is that Acthar is not the
only drug on the market that has seen a
price surge. Drug companies have been on
a price-hike spree, pushing once-affordable
drugs into the stratosphere – often after one
firm buys the rights to a drug from another.
The maker of Acthar also in 2010 decided that it
wanted to boost sales of the drug because there

are only about 2,000 cases of infantile spasms
a year. So it started marketing it to doctors for
other diseases that it was not designed to treat.
The company began to market the drug for
several chronic conditions like rheumatoid
arthritis that affect adults, even though there
was no evidence it worked for these conditions.
Prescriptions surged, and by 2015 Medicare
was spending $500 million a year on Acthar.
They were able to get those prescriptions
because many of the doctors who prescribed
a lot of Acthar also were getting money from
the company. The drugmaker paid them for
speaking, consulting and conducting research
studies for the company.

Unfortunately, the city manager of Rockford
says the PBM the city was using didn’t do that.
He said that PBMs actually wield a lot of clout,
but often don’t use it when they should.
Many observers say that PBMs have divided
loyalties and make money when drugs are more
expensive.
Express Scripts, the largest PBM in the country,
for example, not only is a PBM, but it also owns
a pharmacy that sells expensive drugs and a
company that ships and packs them.
Rockford has also sued the manufacturer of the
drug and also Express Scripts, which the city
hired specifically to contain costs, but alleges it
didn’t do.

“60 Minutes” found that those doctors appear
to be the ones who are most likely to also
prescribe Acthar. The drugmaker paid doctors
millions over a nearly two-year period, with the
top earner getting more than $350,000.

Express Scripts has denied any wrongdoing
and, in its motion to dismiss, argues it was not
“contractually obligated” to contain costs.

PBMS NO HELP

Besides the drugmakers, PBMs and pharmacies,
doctors can make more money by prescribing
more expensive drugs over ones that are
cheaper and just as effective.

To rein in drug costs, Medicare contracts with
pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs), which are
supposed to negotiate down the price of drugs.

Unfortunately, there are many players with their
hand in the drug pie.
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Keep Injured Staff in the Loop
The key to getting injured employees back on the job and reducing litigation is engaging and
educating them, so they have a better understanding of the claims process and what they can
expect from it.
The following are some best practices in engaging and advocating for your injured workers:
Early treatment – Getting an early and accurate diagnosis and putting the injured worker on a
treatment plan greatly helps them recover faster.
Speak openly – Employees off work on workers’ comp can easily start feeling disaffected and
lost. Keep them engaged through education and explaining the processes.

COMMERCIAL INSURANCE CSRS
Crystal Carlson, Renee Prescott

Advocate – Some employers have also taken steps to advocate for their injured employees
through the workers’ comp process and representing their interests before the claims adjuster.

HEALTH INSURANCE CSRS
Sue Benavente, Diedra Lovan, Lena Nelson,
Jimmie Thompson, Shannon Wolford

Monitor and explain treatment – Stay in touch with the employee during treatment
and coordinate with the physician so that any rehabilitation is done with their job
responsibilities in mind.
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Stay engaged – Some employers communicate with the treating physician, claims adjuster and injured
worker about the possibility of the individual coming back to limited or restricted duty.
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